UHF theoretical analyses are carried out on the olefin forming dimerization reactions of the carbenes CH2, CHF and CF,. It is shown that the UHF singlet ground state of the carbene dimer in coplaner symmetric conformations may enter into five distinct configurations; two closed shell states, two ASDW states and one TSDW state. These five states appear at different regions of the nuclear configuration space depending on the substituents of the carbenes. A singlet olefin may dissociate into two singlet carbenes or two triplet carbenes depending on the bond angle of the carbene moieties. The two ASDW states correspond to the two different spin states of the carbene moieties, the triplet and singlet diradical states. The TSDW ground state appears at the region where the interconversion of the spin states of the carbene moieties takes place. The adiabatic potentials of the UHF configurations are calculated on various reaction paths. The distinction between the least and the non-least motion approaches is discussed. § 1. Introduction Hoffmann et al. discussed by the extended Buckel MO method the mode of the approach of two singlet methylenes to form an ethylene molecule, suggesting preference of the non-least motion path to the least-motion path.!) The dimerization of methylenes was also investigated by the CNDO M0 2 l and by the perturbation approach 3 l with a similar view point to Hoffmann et al. On the other hand, the possibility that the dimerization of two triplet methylenes can proceed by the path of the least motion approach was studied by the non-empirical MC SCF method 4 l and by the semi-empirical CI method. 5 l The MC SCF and CI studies indicated that a large configuration mixing arises in the ground singlet state.
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In a series of paper, 6 l~Jol we have shown that the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) theory provides a molecular orbital picture for the electronic structures of diradicals and more complicated radicals in which the effect of a strong electronic correlation is of essential importance. The UHF picture is consistent with the chemical intuition for diradicals and provides physical characterization of complicated radicals in terms of appropriate spin structures. In a previous paper/!) we have presented UHF theoretical analyses on the electronic structures of the carbenes CH2, CHF and CF2• Since carbenes may take two different spin structures, the singlet diradical and triplet states, depending on the bond angle and two carbenes in both states may dimerize in the singlet state, the dimerization reactions of carbenes are expected to have complicated characters with the possibility of different spin states and possible interconversion betvveen them. We present, in this paper, UHF theoretical analyses on the dimerization reactions of the carbenes CH2, CHF and CF2• We shall show that the UHF theory provides a reasonable and consistent picture for the reactions. The presence of the two spin states in the carbene moieties is represented by the presence of two axial spin density wave (ASDW) ground states and the intercmwersion of the spin states is represented by the presence of a torsional spin density wave (TSDW) ground state interconnecting the two ASDW states. The effect of the substituents on the electronic mechanism of the reactions is discussed in connection \Yith the "phase" map of the UHF ground state and comparison between the least and non-least motion approaches is made.
Vle use in the present calculations the :MIND0/2' approximation.12l The notations for the types of the UHF states and their instabilities are those proposed by one of the authors. 13 \V e consider the system of din1erizing t\vo ca:-benes or a dissociating symmetric olefin in the geometries depicted in Fig. 1 VIe now consider the dissociation of an olefin in the symmetric coplaner conformations ( 9 = 0°). Since the reaction is in essence the breaking of a carboncarbon double bond, the four RHF orbitals rp 6 , rp", rp 6 , relevant to the C = C bond are essentially important in determining the electronic mechanism of the reaction. In the co planer syntmetric conformations, the systems (CH,) 2 and (CF,) 2 have D2h symmetry and (CHF) 2 has C2v one. The four orbitals ]lave different symmetries as sho-vvn in Table I (a).
At the dissociation limit R = oo of the C = C bond, the (J orbitals and tend to the bonding and anti-bonding superpositions of the (J non-bonding orbitals of the two carbenes and become degenerate. Similarly, the n orbitals r;?" and tend to the superpositions of the 1: non-bonding orbitals of the two carbenes and become degenerate. .......
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RHF 2 or C2v group. The two kinds of transitions may cause ssT_ instabilities of different spatial symmetries. We show in Fig. 2 the ssT_ instability boundaries of RHF1 and RHF, in the (R, ()) space with qJ=0°. We see from Fig. 2 that the stable domain of RHF1 always exist around the equilibrium conformation of the olefin but that of RHF, is very sensitively dependent on the substituent. There is no domain of stable RHF2 in (CH,), and (CHF), in the region ()>90°. On the other hand, (CF,) 2 has a large stable domain of RHF,. The stability /instability of RHF, is closely connected with that of the singlet RHF ground state of the carbene moiety. The instability boundary of RHF, in the (R, ()) space should converge to the critical bond angle ()c of the ssT_ instability of the singlet RHF ground state of the carbene moiety in the limit R=oo. As we have shown in the previous paper,l!) the singlet RHF ground state of CH, and CHF is 3 ST _ unstable at most bond angles including the equilibnum one (()c<80°) but that of CF, is stable at the bond angles ()<135°. This leads to the instability of RHF, in (CH2) 2 and (CHF)2 but to the presence of a large stable domain of RHF2 in (CFz)z.
The Tz' transitions cause the first 'ST _ instability of RHF2 leading to a ground ASDW state. The instability due to the T 3 transitions occurs always later than that by T 2 ' and never leads to a ground ASDW state, and the 3 ST _ instability boundary for Ts is not shown in Fig. 2 . RHFI becomes ssT-unstable for both of the T 1 and T, transitions. The relative position of the T1 and Tz instability boundaries is dependent on the substituent and the bond angle. In (CH 2 ) 2 and (CHF) 2, the T 1 instability occurs always firstly and no crossing of the T 1 and T 2 instability boundaries occurs in the region 0>90°. The distance between the two boundaries is smaller in ( CHF) 2 than in ( CH2) 2· In CF ,, on the other hand, a crossing of the T 1 and T 2 instability boundaries, i.e., a degenerate ssT_ instability, occurs at a position with the bond angle e = 120°. The T 1 is the first ssT-instability of RHFI in the region 0>120° but the T2 becomes the first ssT_ instability in the region 6<120°. Thus, the substitution of hydrogen by fluorine and the decrease of the bond angle e enhance the occurrence of the T 2 instability relative to the T 1• In the case of the non-least motion process with q'cp0°, the symmetry of (CH2) 2 and (CF2) 2 reduces to C, and (CHF), has no symmetry. The four RHF orbitals of the C = C bond then become of the same a' symmetry in the C, group or of no symmetry. Therefore the crossings of the orbitals are avoided and no distinction by symmetry between the two RHF configurations is possible. Instead of the two RHF ground configurations with a state crossing in the course of the least motion process, an RHF ground configuration exists with a continuous potential throughout the course of the non-least motion process. Decomposition of the ssT_ instability matrix of the RHF ground state by symmetry is not possible.
However, in the non-least motion dissociation process of (CH2) 2 at ¥? = 45° and 90°, two eigenvalues of the instability matrix become negative corresponding to the T 1 and T 2 instabilities in the least motion process. Thus, the instability of the RHF ground state is an unavoidable event in the dissociation reaction of ethylene in both of the least and non-least motion processes, indicating the radical character of the reaction. § 3. The ASDW states in the dimerization reactions of the carbenes
In the least motion process of the dimerization reactions, three ASDW states ASDW~> ASDW, and ASDW3, which are lower in energy than the RHF ground states, emerge from the three ssT_ instabilities T~> T, and Ts, respectively. The ASDWz' state emerging from the Tz' instability is the same as ASDW2 emerging from the T 2 instability, due to the same symmetry of T, and T,'. The natures of the three ASDW states can be clarified by considering the simplified model system of carbene dimers in which only the four essential RHF orbitals of the C = C bond are taken into consideration. The four orbital-four electron model of carbene dimers has a formal analogy vvith the four hydrogen system discussed previously,'> and analytical expressions for the ASDW orbitals can be vvritten down.
The T 1 transitions mix ¢"* to ¢" and to so that the ASDW1 orbitals are giVen in the form We show in Fig. 3 the structures of the ASDW orbitals in the S,-axial representation. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , the ASD\V1 orbitals remain symmetry adapted in hybridization but are spin polarized in the 15 and 1r bonds. The tvvo up spin electrons in ASDW1 tend to localize on a carbon atom and the two down spin ones on another carbon atom in the C = C bond. The extent o£ th;o localization increases with increase of R and becomes complete at R = oo. Therefore, the ASDW1 state corresponds to the singlet state consisted of two triplet carbenes forming the 15 and 1r bonds of diradical characters. In contrast to ASD\V~> the orbitals of ASDW, and ASDvV3 are of broken symmetry in hybridization but the weights of the atomic sp lobes remain the same on the two carbon atoms. The sp lobes on the two carbon atoms rotate in <wnrotatory ways in the ASDW, orbitals but in disrotatory ways in the ASDvV3 orbitals and the direction of the rotation is opposite for the up and down spin orbitals. The angles of the rotation of the sp lobes in 9z'~ of ASDW2 start from 0 at the T, boundary and reach to ± rc/2 at the T,' boundary, so that the ¢" orbital in RHF1 is smoothly converted to the v?"* orbital in RHF, through ASDW,.
As the consequence of the spin dependent rotation of the atomic sp lobes, the non-bonding orbitals for the up and down spin electrons in the singlet diradical carbenes split symmetrically against the molecular plane. The spin structures of the carbene moieties in the ASDW2 and ASDW3 states are in accord with the spin structure of the singlet diradical carbenes. Therefore, ASDW2 and ASDW3 correspond to the singlet states consisted of two singlet diradical carbenes. The coupling mode of the two singlet diradical carbenes is different between ASDW2
and ASD\V3• In ASDW2, the pair o£ the ASDW sp lobes at each side of the molecular plane couples with antiparallel spins, i.e., the two off-plane singlet bonds with similar structure to the banana bond 15 ) in cyclopropane are formed. In ASDW3, it couples with parallel spins, i.e., the two triplet banana-like bonds are formed. The analogy of the bond in ASDW2 to the banana bond in cyclopropane is not complete because the former is spin polarized but the latter is of closed shell type. Because of the triplet coupling in the banana-like bonds, ASD\V3 1s of higher energy than ASDW2 with the singlet coupling.
We have shown previously 1 n that the singlet and triplet UHF ground states of the carbenes cross at a bond angle in the region with the singlet ground state of diradical nature. At the dissociation limit R =co of the car bene dimers, the nature of the singlet ground state should be different depending on the bond angle of the carbene moieties as shown in Table II . At the dissociation limit, ASDvV1 converges correctly to the singlet state consisted of two triplet carbenes and ASDW2 to the one consisted of two singlet diradical carbenes. RHF2 converges to the singlet state consisted of two closed shell carbenes. Due to the crossing of the singlet and triplet states in the carbene moieties, the ASDW1 and ASDW2 states cross on a line in the (R, ()) space which passes through the crossing angle of the singlet and triplet carbenes in the limit R = =. We show in Fig. 2 also the crossing line of ASDW, and ASDW2. The crossing line in the region near the olefin terminates at the point of the degenerate 3 ST _ instability of RHF1 where the T 1 and T 2 instability boundaries cross, as seen in Fig. 2 (c) . In the region above the crossing line, ASDW1 is the ground ASDW state and, in the region below it, ASDW2 is the ground ASDW state. We see from Fig. 2 that the regwn of the ASDW, ground state is very sensitive to the substituent, very narrow in (CH,) 2 but becomes' wider on substitution of hydrogen by fluorine. This is due to the strong substituent dependence of the range of the bond angle where the singlet diradical state is the ground state of the carbene moieties. We show in Fig. 4 the adiabatic potentials of the RHF and ASDvV states on the least motion paths with constant {) and on a path traversing the (R, fJ) space of (CF2) 2. In CH,, the triplet state is much stable than the singlet state, 11 l and the final state with two triplet CH, is much favoured in the dissociation of (CH2) 2. The least motion dissociation path of (CH2) 2 leading to two triplet CH2 vvith the equilibrium angle {) = 140° passes throughout the region of ASDW1 ground state as seen in Fig. 2 (a) . On the other hand, in CHF, the singlet and triplet states are of similar energies, and ( CHF) 2 may dissociate in to two singlet CHF or two triplet CHF. The least motion dissociation path of (CHF) 2 state but should pass a regwn close to the crossing line of ASDW1 and ASDW2• In CF2, the singlet state is much stable than the triplet state and of closed shell type at the equilibrium angle 8=107°. The dissociation path of (CF2) 2 into two singlet CF2 passes at the early stage of the reaction the region around the point of the degenerate 3 ST _ instability where the T 1 and T 2 instability boundaries and the crossing line of ASDW1 and ASDW2 meet. It traverses the region of the ASDW2 ground state and finally enters into the region of the RHF2 ground state. At the early stage of the reaction, therefore, the spin structure of the ground state may change sensitively with small changes in the bond angle though the magnitude of the spin density is not large.
The potentials in Fig. 4 show the smooth interconnection of the RHF1 and RHF2 potentials via the ASDW2 potential and the crossing of the ASDW1 and ASDW2 potentials. Little barrier in the UHF potential is pl·esent in the dimerization process of two carbenes along the least motion path with a constant 0. This is in agreement with the results of the ab initio MC SCF calculation 4 J and the semi-empirical CI calculation 51 for (CH2) 2• The heat of formation of an olefin from tvw carbenes estimated from the UHF potentials and the energies of the carbenes at the equilibrium conformation are 5_g e V for (CH2) 2, 4.0 e V for (CHF) 2 and 1.3 e V for (CF2) 2 • Therefore, the substitution of hydrogen by fluorine makes the dissociation of olefins easier.
We show in Fig. 5 the adiabatic potentials for the non-least motion paths with cp=45o and goo of (CH2) 2 with 8=120°. There are an RHF state with a continuuus potential and two ASD\V states with lower energies, as noted earlier. The ground ASDW state corresponding to ASDW1 dissociates into two triplet CH2 and the second ASDW state corresponding to ASDW2 into two singlet CH2• In the UHF ground state potential along the non-least motion paths too, little potential barrier exists in the association process of two CH2 (only along the path with cp =goo a low barrier exists). However, the potentials along the non-least motion paths begin to decrease at somewhat longer distances than in the least motion potential. This suggests that the dimerization of carbenes proceeds as a diffusion controlled reaction and the discussion whether it proceeds through the least or non-least motion approach might be meaningless. should be continuous throughout the (R, 0) sapce, the two ASDW states should become unstable in a zone including the crossing line and another UHF state with lower energy than and interconnecting them should exist in the zone. Since the state interconnects the two ASDvV states of different spin structures, a rotation of the spin density vector has to take place in it, i.e., it is expected to be of TSDW type. The presence of a TSDW state can be concluded also from the presence of a point of the degenerate 3 ST _ instability in the (R, 0) space (Fig.  2(c) ). As we have shown previously,w' 16 ) when a crossing of two 3 ST_ instability boundaries occurs, a TSDW state which interconnects the two ASDW states emerging from the two 3 ST _ instabilities exists in a wedge-like zone with the vertex at the point of the degenerate instability and including the crossing line of the two ASDW states. The appearance of the TSDVV state is due to the crossing of the unoccupied RHF orbitals and rp6 , near the crossing point of the orbitals r/Jrr and rp6 , (Fig. 1 (b) ), vvhich is the situation similar to the one occurred in the H 4 system. 9 l Under the MIND0/2' approximation, however, the boundaries of the spin flipping (A_M) instability of the ASDW states coincide with the crossing line and no finite domain is obtained because of the neglect of diatomic differential overlaps in the MINDO approximation (it is the situation common to the TSDW states stabilized \vith the inter-atmnic exchange interaction as those in the II4 and the two carbene systems but not a universal situation as seen in the TSD\V state in the J-!3 system). Therefore, we do not show explicitly the domain of the TSDW ground state in Fig. 2 .
The wavefunction of the TSD\V state can be explicitly constructed in the four orbital-four electron model of carbene dimers in a similar way to the TSDW Since the TSDW state can continuously reduce to ASDW1 and ASDW,, it should be the TSDW state emerging from the A_M instabilities of ASDW1 and ASDW, we obtain from ( 4 · 5) the TSDW spin densities on the sp lobes as
We show in Fig. 6 the spin structure of the TSDW state and how it interconnects ASDW1 and ASDW,. In the limit ( 4 · 3) of ASDW~> Sv = 0 and, in the limit (4·4) of ASDW2, Sx=O. Figure 6 shows that in the region of the TSDW ground state the parallel spins in the carbene moieties of the ASDW1 state are converted to the anti-parallel spins of the ASDW, state via the rotation of the spin density vector around the axis of the 2\1-invariance of the TSDW state. § 5. Discussion
The above results show that the UHF theory provides a satisfactory description about the electronic mechanism of the dimerization reactions of carbenes. The two non-radical singlet ground states, the singlet olefin and the singlet non-radical carbenes, in the association and dissociation limits are represented by the two RHF states, RHF1 and RHF2, respectively. The carbene moieties in the dimer system may take the two different radical states, the triplet radical and the singlet diradical. They are represented by the two ASDW states with different spin structures, ASDW1 and ASDW2, respectively. The asymptotic behavior of an olefin to dissociate into two triplet carbenes or to two singlet carbenes depending on the bond angle and the substituents is correctly described. The two radical states of the carbene moieties may undergo interconversion in the course of the reaction. The state under the process of the interconversion of the spin structure is represented by the TSDW state. The electronic "phase" maps of the UHF ground state shown in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate how the electronic structure of the dimerizing carbenes changes with nuclear conformations and substitutions between the five different states.
The presence of the two ASDW ground states and a TSDW ground state, which correspond to the two spin states in the carbene moieties and their interconversion, respectively, reflects essential importance of configuration interactions in the singlet ground state and possible changes in their character depending on nuclear conformations and substituents. The configuration mixings due to the T 1 and T 2 transitions are of essential importance in the regions of the ASDW1 and ASDW2 ground state, respectively. In the region of the TSDW ground state, both of the T 1 and T 2 transitions become important to the same extents because of the crossing between the unoccupied orbitals ¢n* and ¢,., and a complicated configuration mixing due to both of the T 1 and T 2 transitions contributes to the ground state. As we have shown, the least motion path of the dimerization of the singlet CHF should pass the region of the TSDW ground state and those of the singlet CF2 and the triplet CHF should traverse at least near the region. Therefore, in such reaction paths, the nature of the electronic correlation in the ground state undergoes a complicated change. The UHF theory visualizes the effect of the correlation by the development and transformation of the spin structure.
As is evident in the spin structures of the ASDW and TSDW states, they are tetra-radical states with different spin structures. However, the number of the essentially important RHF configurations in their wavefunctions is not the same between the ASDW and TSDW states. Therefore, it is not possible to characterize tetra-radicals by a number of essentially important configurations as has been done for diradicals.m, 18 } The present analyses show that, since little potential barrier exists, the least motion approach may be realized in the real dimerization reactions and the TSDW state may be accessible in the course of them. Therefore, TSDW states are not only of academic interest but may have a significance in real chemical reactions. They appear in the reaction paths requiring a transformation of the spin structure of the ground state as exemplified in the H 4 9 }, H 3
